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Once you’ve published an engaging skill in the Alexa Skills Store, you may see an increase in skill 

usage over time. This increase may come in unexpected spikes based on seasonality and other 

factors. To ensure your skill will shine when opportunity knocks, it’s important to prepare your skill 

to handle sharp and sustained increases in usage. This is especially important since Alexa develop-

ers can now earn money for skills that drive some of the highest engagement.

Most skills use Lambda compute service for backend processing and Amazon DynamoDB/Amazon 

Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) for persistence of data. In this guide, we will focus on how to 

prepare for scaling your AWS backend services for load and review how to set up Amazon Cloud-

Watch alarms for monitoring.

Take the following six steps in order to ensure your skill can handle increased usage:

1. Scale AWS Lambda by increasing concurrent executions limits on your account

2. Adjust Lambda function timeout to 7 seconds

3. Adjust Lambda function memory allocation

4. Set up Amazon CloudWatch alarms for your Lambda functions to proactively tackle

        throttling issues

5. Set up Amazon CloudWatch alarms for your Amazon DynamoDB tables

6. Know your Amazon DynamoDB limits and request an increase if required

In this guide, we will outline how to take the above six steps using AWS Lambda, Amazon Cloud-

Watch, and Amazon DynamoDB.

https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit/rewards
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AWS Lambda runs your code only when you need it and scales with your usage, so there is no 

need to provision or continuously run servers. There are certain safety limits in AWS Lambda that 

protect you from increased costs due to potential runaway or recursive functions during initial 

development and testing. Your Alexa skill can be impacted if you start hitting these safety limits 

due to surge in usage to your skill. By following the recommendations in this section, you can 

avoid any possible service degradation.

First, review the technical documentation Best Practices for Working with AWS Lambda Functions. 

You can read more about AWS Lambda limits to improve customer experience for your Alexa 

skills. For detailed instructions on using Lambda, please refer to the AWS Lambda Developer 

Guide.

Here are some additional recommendations for scaling your AWS Lambda functions and prepar-

ing for peak times.

Increasing Concurrent Executions Limit

AWS Lambda is designed to run many instances of your functions in parallel. However, Lambda 

has a default safety throttle of 1,000 concurrent executions per account per region. This means if 

you have multiple Lambda functions for multiple skills under the same account, all skills together 

cannot exceed 1000 concurrent executions. To prevent accessory functions from taking over 

concurrency that should be dedicated to your Alexa skill, AWS Lambda lets you set a maximum 

concurrency on a per-function basis.

Concurrent executions refer to the number of executions of your function code that are happen-

ing at any given time. If you create an AWS Lambda function to process events from event sources 

such as Amazon Alexa, each published event is a unit of work. Therefore, the number of events or 

requests these event sources publish will influence the concurrency.

You can use the following formula to estimate your concurrent Lambda function invocations:

AWS Lambda

events (or requests) per second * function duration
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https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/best-practices.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/limits.html
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/lambda/
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For example, consider a Lambda function that processes Amazon Alexa events. Suppose that the 

Lambda function takes on average three seconds and Amazon Alexa publishes 10 events per 

second. Then, you will have 30 concurrent executions of your AWS Lambda function.

AWS Lambda will dynamically scale capacity in response to increased traffic, subject to your 

account's Concurrent Execution Limit. To handle any burst in traffic, AWS Lambda will immediate-

ly increase your concurrently executing functions by a predetermined amount, depending on the 

region it is executed in. Refer to scaling guidelines defined in AWS documentation for more 

information. 

Beyond the overall account concurrency limit, AWS Lambda enforces some scaling limits. It is 

important to keep these in mind if you expect your Skill usage to be concentrated in very short 

periods of time. AWS Lambda allows your function to burst up to 3,000 concurrent executions at 

once. Over 3,000, the Lambda service allows you to start an additional 500 concurrent functions 

every minute.

Requesting a Limit Increase for Concurrent Executions

Follow these steps to submit a request to increase the throttle of 1,000 concurrent executions:

1. Open the AWS Support Center page. Sign in and click Create case.

2. Under Regarding, select Service Limit Increase.

3. Under Limit Type, select Lambda. Complete the necessary fields in the form, and then

        click the button at the bottom of the page for your preferred method of contact.

Before you call AWS and open a case, gather the following information for load calculations:

1. Starting with the highest load day you have had to date, pull your data from  Amazon-

CloudWatch metrics “Invocation Count.” Use the peak number.

i. Select the graph you see in your Lambda by clicking it, and then select hourly to 

calculate the peak number per second. This is the current number you will need to 

share with AWS when you contact them.

ii. You may also need to increase your function memory size as well.

iii. If you are using a database, you will need to increase throughput as well. 

     This is the most common reason for skill time outs.
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http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/concurrent-executions.html#concurrent-execution-safety-limit
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/concurrent-executions.html#scaling
https://console.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/
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The AWS team will work with you to calculate your limit increase. Below is an example calculation:

AWS ID: 123456789012345

Requested Concurrent Limit: 300 

Region: IAD 

Current average requests per second: xx 

Current peak requests per second: 175 

Current function duration: .5 

Function memory size: 1536 

Invocation Type: Event 

Event Source (If Applicable): ‘My Super’ Alexa Skill

If the expected peak is 175 and the function duration is 0.5 section, then the required concurren-

cy is 175 * 0.5 = 87.5, which is below the default concurrency of 1000.

Adjusting AWS Lambda Function Memory Allocation

Default memory allocation for an AWS Lambda function is 128 MB. Lambda allocates CPU power 

proportional to the memory by using the same ratio as a general-purpose Amazon EC2 instance 

type, such as an M3 type. For example, if you allocate 256 MB memory, your Lambda function 

will receive twice the CPU share than if you allocated only 128 MB. 

Increase the Memory (MB) allocation depending upon your need and expected traffic. You need 

to consider if your code is CPU or memory-bound because it could be more cost effective to 

allocate more memory. Allocating more memory will provide more CPU power to your function 

and will execute it faster. This can result in a positive customer experience with faster response 

times as well as lower running cost by reducing the execution time for Lambda function. It also 

has an impact on concurrent executions. When functions run faster, there is less concurrent 

executions for the same amount of invocations.

You can now allocate 3,008 MB of memory to your Lambda functions. Previously, the maximum 

amount of memory available to your functions was 1536 MB.

4

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/resource-model.html
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Adjusting Your Lambda Function Timeout to 7 Seconds

For each Lambda function, by default you have 128 MB memory and 3-second timeout. You can 

find this in the Basic settings under Configuration tab for each Lambda function. Change 

Timeout from Lambda default 3 seconds to 7 seconds. Alexa timeout is 8 seconds, so make sure 

you get a response back from Lambda before Alexa times out. 

Why Are My AWS Lambda Functions Slow?

There could be multiple reasons why your AWS Lambda function is slow:

1. You Are Invoking Lambda After an Idle Period

Lambda spins up infrastructure to execute your functions on demand. If your functions are not 

invoked frequently, there is no infrastructure waiting for the event. When you try to access your 

function for the first time or after an idle period, it needs time to warm up, which requires extra 

time to load all the required code and initialize it. Lambda has recently made optimizations which 

resulted in reduction of up to 80% for some large Lambda function. Usually, if you have a good 

volume of consumers using the skill, you will not run into this issue, as regular invocations will 

keep the function warm. 

5
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2. You Lack Memory/CPU

If your code is CPU or memory-bound, you can achieve better performance by increasing the 

allocated memory. This results in faster execution and at times it could be more cost-effective. 

Cost by memory scales linearly while performance gains could be incremental. More memory is 

not always more expensive.

3. You Have Code That Is Not Well Optimized or Is Too Optimized

Lambda processes a single event per container at a time. There is no need for non-blocking 

execution on the front end and heavy libraries to manage it as only one event will arrive at a time. 

Parallelize as many event-processing tasks as possible once the event is received.

Lambda reuses function containers across multiple executions. Variables declared in the global 

scope (outside of the handler function) persist across executions. You can leverage global 

variables to cache application components, metadata, as well as connections. For example, you 

can open an HTTPS connection in the global scope and then reuse it each time from your 

handler. This avoids the need to perform a TLS handshake at each invocation. When caching data, 

remember that Lambda is a stateless service; there are no sticky sessions. Avoid caching customer 

data in the global scope that you may return erroneously with the next request.

Setting Up Amazon CloudWatch Monitoring and Alerts

Lambda automatically monitors Lambda functions on your behalf, reporting metrics through 

Amazon CloudWatch. To help you monitor your code as it executes, Lambda automatically tracks 

the number of requests, the latency per request, and the number of requests resulting in an error 

and publishes the associated CloudWatch metrics. You can leverage these metrics to set Cloud-

Watch custom alarms. You can access Amazon CloudWatch Metrics for your Lambda function. For 

more information about CloudWatch, see the Amazon CloudWatch User Guide. 

We recommend setting CloudWatch alarms on the “Throttles” metric for Lambda. It measures the 

number of Lambda function invocation attempts that were throttled due to invocation rates 

exceeding the customer’s concurrent limits (error code 429). Failed invocations may trigger a retry 

attempt that succeeds. 
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http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/AlarmThatSendsEmail.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/monitoring-functions-access-metrics.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/ConsoleAlarms.html


Set up CloudWatch monitoring and alerts for your Lambda function so that you can monitor your 

function health and get alerts when something goes wrong, like when you’re being throttled. 

To access metrics using the Lambda console:

1. Sign in to the AWS Management Console and open the Lambda console at 

      https://console.aws.amazon.com/Lambda/.

2. If you have not created a Lambda function before, see Getting Started.

3. On the Functions page, choose the function name and then choose the Monitoring tab.

© 2017 Amazon.com, Inc., or its affiliates

4. Choose View logs in CloudWatch to view the logs.
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http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/AlarmThatSendsEmail.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/getting-started.html
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Knowing Your AWS Account Limits for Amazon DynamoDB
When you establish an AWS account, the account has default limits for the maximum read capaci-

ty units and write capacity units that you can provision across all of your DynamoDB tables in a 

given region. Provisioned capacity limits can be increased at any time, and there’s virtually no limit 

to the size and throughput a DynamoDB table can reach. Also, there are per-table limits that 

apply when you create a table. For more information, view the Limits page in the Amazon Dyna-

moDB Developer Guide.

You can view initial default limits in the documentation. Your account might have different limits 

than the initial limits if you have worked with AWS support in the past to get those limits 

increased. 

Managing Amazon DynamoDB Limits Using AWS CLI
You can install, upgrade and configure your AWS command line interface (CLI) and run the 

following command:

aws dynamodb describe-limits --region us-east-1

Replace the region with the region in which your Lambda is running. If you’re running an older 

version of AWS CLI, you may need to update it in order for the above command to work.

Monitoring Amazon DynamoDB with Amazon CloudWatch
When you create an Amazon DynamoDB table, CloudWatch metrics are created when requests are 

made, such as SuccessfulRequestLatency, or generated automatically, such as ProvisionedWriteCa-

pacityUnits. In this paper we will cover the types of CloudWatch alarms you want to create to 

monitor your DynamoDB table. 

Even if you are generating application logs related to DynamoDB events, it is still recommended 

that you create CloudWatch alarms on your DynamoDB tables and their corresponding Global 

Secondary Index(es) (GSI) to get additional information in case of an application issue. DynamoDB 

is a fully managed database service and as such there are only metrics related to application calls 

to DynamoDB for you to monitor. At a minimum, consider creating alarms for ConsumedReadCa-

pacityUnits, ConsumedWriteCapacityUnits, WriteThrottleEvents, ReadThrottleEvents, Successful-

RequestLatency, and SystemErrors.

Amazon DynamoDB
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http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Limits.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/codedeploy/latest/userguide/getting-started-setup-cli-config.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/dynamodb/describe-limits.html#describe-limits
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/MonitoringDynamoDB.html
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CloudWatch provides several metrics you can use to analyze the performance of DynamoDB 

tables and GSI. DynamoDB manages the servers, software upgrades, and operations with no 

maintenance windows or heavy lifting on your part, but you will monitor your application’s use of 

the service. In most cases, the alarms are informative but not actionable. One notable exception 

are metrics relating to provisioned throughput: [Read/Write]ThrottleEvents or [Read/Write]Con-

sumedCapacityUnits. With DynamoDB Auto Scaling, alarms will be created for you automatically 

to monitor provisioned and consumed throughput. Create CloudWatch alarms to send notifica-

tions if a metric value breaches a threshold that you specify. An alarm has three possible status 

options:

• OK: The metric is within the defined threshold

• ALARM: The metric is outside of the defined threshold

• INSUFFICIENT_DATA: The alarm has just started, the metric is not available, or not enough 

data is available for the metric to determine the alarm state. For example, WriteThrot-

tleEvents will be in this state if no writing throttling has occurred

Below are the minimum recommended metrics for DynamoDB monitoring:

CloudWatch Metrics Suggested Statistic(s) Monitoring CategoryGranularity
(Minimum)

SuccessfulRequestLatency Avg and SampleCount per 
DynamoDB Operation to 
see requests per minute 
per operation

Performance1 minute

ProvisionedReadCapacityUnits

ProvisionedWriteCapacityUnits

Maximum (This can be 
used to compare against 
the consumed capacity)

Unintentional/ acciden-
tal/large provisioning 
can also be tracked via this 
alarm by creating an alarm 
above and below the 
target provisioned capacity

Performance5 minutes

ConsumedReadCapacityUnits

ConsumedWriteCapacityUnits

Sum (Divide by 60 
to get TPS) 

Reliability1 minute

ReadThrottleEvents *

WriteThrottleEvents *

Sum (Divide by 60 
to get TPS) 

Reliability1 minute

System Errors Sum Reliability1 minute

*Every time a DynamoDB item is throttled, whether as part of a PutItem or even BatchGetItem, a 
throttle event is recorded. For example, if five items in your 25-item BatchGetItem are throttled, 
five ReadThrottleEvents will be created.

9
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Best Practices for Setting Thresholds for 
Amazon DynamoDB Alarms

There is no universal guideline for setting up thresholds for DynamoDB alarms. Therefore, it 

should be done based on your application workload profile and operational SLAs. Consider the 

following factors:

• Request rate and performance (number of expected reads / writes, latency of 

the request) exceeds the projected demand / normal level

• Provisioned capacity monitoring (provisioned versus limits). If provisioned 

capacity reaches 80% of your limit, contact AWS Support. 

• Access pattern (for example, detect throttling events by number of API calls  

such as GetItem, PutItem, UpdateItem, Query)

Understand the difference between application-related events that can be controlled (throttling 

events) versus unwanted application-related CloudWatch metrics, such as UserErrors. Set up a 

process/run book to handle these issues accordingly. CloudWatch alarms should be configured for 

all the critical tables and indexes. You can use CloudWatch Events to monitor CreateTable, Upda-

teTable, and DeleteTable operations to add and remove CloudWatch alarms.

As you use DynamoDB, you can use DynamoDB Auto Scaling on your table to seamlessly scale 

throughput settings to handle increased traffic, and decrease the throughput when workloads 

decrease, so you do not pay for more provisioned capacity than you need.

Amazon DynamoDB Best Practices

Review the technical documentation for DynamoDB Best Practices and consider the following 

recommendations:

1. Know your access pattern and design for uniform data access across items.

2. Pre-scale DynamoDB tables well in advance of a big event to ensure the update is 

complete beforehand.

3. Understand partition behavior to ensure you are getting the amount of throughput that 

you have provisioned for the table.

4. Use Query when possible instead of Scan. Scan should be limited to small datasets or 

OLAP queries, and take advantage of Parallel Scan if necessary.
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https://console.aws.amazon.com/support/home#/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/AutoScaling.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/BestPractices.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GuidelinesForTables.html#GuidelinesForTables.UniformWorkload
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GuidelinesForTables.html#GuidelinesForTables.Partitions
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/QueryAndScan.html#QueryAndScan.Query
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/QueryAndScan.html#QueryAndScan.Scan
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/QueryAndScan.html#QueryAndScanParallelScan
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5. Improve data access with indexes.

6. Distribute write activity.

7. Cache popular items. DynamoDB Accelerator can be used to cache items, and it can scale 

horizontally with your DynamoDB table.

8. Quantify the provisioned throughput (RCU/WCU) and storage driven by big event and its 

duration and be ready to scale up provisioned capacity accordingly (see limits below).

9. Know the default account limits. Get limits increased according to expected demand.

10.  Monitor your usage and use DynamoDB metrics to adjust accordingly.
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http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/SecondaryIndexes.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GuidelinesForTables.html#GuidelinesForTables.DataUpload
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GuidelinesForTables.html#GuidelinesForTables.CachePopularItems
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/aws_service_limits.html#limits_dynamodb
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/MonitoringDynamoDB.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/dynamo-metricscollected.html


Amazon S3 has a simple web services interface that you can use to store and retrieve any amount 

of data, at any time, from anywhere on the web. It gives any developer access to the same 

scalable, reliable, fast, and inexpensive data storage infrastructure that Amazon uses to run its 

own global network of web sites. The service aims to maximize benefits of scale and to pass those 

benefits on to developers. 

If you are using Amazon S3 to host images for Alexa cards or for any other purpose, follow these 

best practices to ensure your skill can scale appropriately to support your incoming traffic. Here 

are some key Amazon S3 best practices to follow:

1. Choose the random key names for Amazon S3 objects for better performance and 

scalability.  Amazon S3 scales automatically and it is unlikely that your key names will have 

an impact on your performance.

2. If you use Amazon S3 to host your images for Alexa app cards, be sure to make the 

images public and do not configure a lifecycle rule that would expire (ie delete) the 

objects.

3. Increase performance through multipart upload for upload to Amazon S3.

4. Follow the Amazon S3 best practices for improved performance.

5. Understand the usage pattern using Amazon S3 Access logs. 

6. Identify the areas of optimization (Cold and Hot data). Move infrequently accessed data 

to Amazon S3-Infrequent access storage.  Turn on Amazon S3 Analytics to get recommen-

dations for access patterns based on the create date of the objects.

7. Identify and alert on errors using Amazon S3 CloudWatch Data Event metrics.

8. Enable versioning to protect against accidental deletion of objects. You can use lifecycle 

rules along with versioning to implement a rollback window for your Amazon S3 objects. 

For example, with your versioning-enabled bucket, you can set up a rule that archives all 

of your previous versions to the lower-cost Glacier storage class and deletes them after 

100 days, giving you a 100 day window to roll back any changes on your data while 

lowering your storage costs.

9. Enforce control with the use of IAM user and bucket policies.

3 Amazon S3

© 2017 Amazon.com, Inc., or its affiliates12

https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/request-rate-perf-considerations.html
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://developer.amazon.com/public/solutions/alexa/alexa-skills-kit/docs/providing-home-cards-for-the-amazon-alexa-app
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/mpuoverview.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/PerformanceOptimization.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/analytics-storage-class.html
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2016/11/aws-cloudtrail-supports-s3-data-events/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/object-lifecycle-mgmt.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/ObjectVersioning.html


Follow these steps to ensure your skill will shine during its moments in the spotlight. Enable more 

users to engage with your skill, and get paid for eligible skills that customers love more. 

Every month, developers can earn money for eligible skills that drive the highest customer 

engagement in seven eligible skill categories. Learn more and start scaling your skill today.

Build and Scale Engaging Skills 
Your Customers Will Love

© 2017 Amazon.com, Inc., or its affiliates

The Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) is a collection of self-service APIs, tools, documentation, and code samples 

that makes it fast and easy for you to add skills to Alexa. With ASK, you can leverage Amazon’s 

knowledge and pioneering work in the field of voice design.

7 Tips for Building Standout Skills Your Customers Will Love

Tips on Promoting Your Skill

Documentation

Shortcut: Start a Skill Now

Alexa Skills Kit 

Additional Resources

https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit/rewards
https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit
http://dev.amazonappservices.com/sept-web-guide-us.html
https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/4a39d8bf-e27e-4da1-8a37-1196d3bd1f5c/how-to-increase-customer-engagement-with-your-alexa-skill
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/request-and-response-json-reference.html
https://developer.amazon.com/edw/home.html#/skill/create/



